whitepaper
Chat & Earn is the first Social project with the C2E concept made on BSC network.
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Key project features:
Chat to Earn

Transparent & Community
Driven Marketing

Transparent Jackpot
System

Unique, Amazing NFTs

NFT lottery with real
prizes

Automated BuyBack
System

Roadmap split by
days

Huge potential &
unstoppable growth

Building the biggest crypto
Investors lounge ever

AMAs and Partnerships
with the best projects

Infinite Hype Machine

High APR Staking

What is Chat&Earn and how does it work?

Chat&Earn is a vast ecosystem that offers an opportunity to people all around the world to earn by doing their everyday routine - Chatting about different preferred
subjects.

The everyday team will drop new & exciting subjects, from discussing upcoming crypto projects to Global news or sports events. 


To start earning, the users must have at least one hyper board on their wallet, stake it in their cabinet on our website & link their telegram username to the account.


The basic level account can earn by sending up to 50 messages per day.

Disclaimer:

Emojis, stickers, or GIFs are always welcome. However, only straight messages with more than 20 characters will be counted as eligible for earnings. 

Suppose moderators remove a message for any reason, such as spam/fud/abuse/etc. - message will not be counted, and earned points could be deducted.

If any participant with a higher level than ‘You’ will suspect ‘You’ of cheating, such as botted messages or anything else - they may ask the bot to check if the person is natural and
active. Users must complete easy tasks by answering the bot to confirm this. Otherwise, you will be muted/kicked or even banned & this may result in an earned points deduction.

Community Driven Marketing
We are aiming to create a genuinely community-driven project in all aspects. As by tokenomics, each buys/sell transaction tax will be automatically converted to BUSD and
sent over to a dedicated marketing wallet. The collected amount is always going to appear at www.chatandearn.com/marketing-pick


Any project participant will be able to vote for one of the presented marketing targets in different categories:

Tik-Tok Ads

YouTube Influencers

Trending tools

Twitch Streamers

Discord promotions

Telegram Calls

PR Publications

Packages

Banner ads

AMA sessions

Instagram

Every 48 hours, votes will be calculated, and our following targets will be predetermined. If funds collected on the marketing wallet will be enough to proceed - it will be done
straight away. Otherwise, the target amount needed for the plan's realization will be publicly set.

Then voting will open again. Our community will know no-limits growth!

Jackpot System
To heat the hype and continuous chart growth, we have added a fantastic feature to the project - Jackpot Pool!


Jackpot Pool is collecting funds until it reaches the 100% target set by devs.

CASE #1

CASE #2

If the target reaches - Smart contract will use 50% of Jackpot Pool funds to
buy back tokens from Pancakeswap.

If nobody buys for 10 minutes timeframe is changeable by devs during
special events , the last buyer receives 20% of the Jackpot pool, and the
game relaunches.
(

)

Token distribution
50% of purchased tokens are burnin
20% of purchased tokens go to the staking vaul
25% of purchased tokens go to chat & earn pool - circulatio
5% of purchased tokens are transferred to the last buyer before the
target reaches

Initial Jackpot Pool = 10k$

If less than 10k$ is left in the Jackpot pool after ‘User’ winning Jackpot deactivates until it reaches at least 10k$ again.

Jackpot event starts again with left 50% of BNBs

Disclaimer:

Devs can change the minimum buy transaction for eligibility with prior notice in the chat.

Timers & Amounts are flexible and can be changeable by devs for any special event. 

Jackpot is automated. The winning transaction is going to be processed after a newly made transaction.

NFT System and NFT Lottery
We are presenting unique, amazing NFTs created by famous NFT artists!

“RAFFLEBOARDS” NFT Collection
There are 4 different NFT Rarity levels:

Alpha Class
52% of uck for ottery
L

Chi Class

Sigma Class
60% of uck for ottery

L

L

Omega Class
Can’t be used for a lottery but can
collect the winning amount of 15

67% of Luck for Lottery

L

BNB straight away

Any purchased NFT from “RAFF EBOARDS” is not a simple Art but is also eligible for a IVE ottery Raffle.
Some prizes are virtual, such as a bag of tokens, BUSD, NFTs, and Staking Whitelists, while others are physical gifts, such as PS5, iPhones, and many more! Prizes will be sent to
the winner via Mail, or the winner will be able to exchange the prize for BUSD instead.


L

L
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Omega Class NFT is the luckiest ticket you can get - it gives you x50 in BNB from the NFT purchase rate and can be claimed straight after lucky mint! 


Chi & Sigma Classes have a bit of additional luck, which is vital in winning an increasing win rate in the NFT lottery and getting more valuable prizes.

Funds Distribution from Raffleboards NFT sale:
30% are used for tokens buyback and distributed as follows:
½% Staking pool
½% Farm pool



Other 70% of BNBs distributes as follows:
40% goes to the NFT lottery fund
15% Marketing Wallet
15% goes to the Developer’s Vault

Disclaimer:

Any NFT is eligible for the raffle or prize claim only ONCE. 

If you purchase an NFT from anybody else - be ready that it will be just a stunning Art that is not eligible for the raffle anymore. 

Suppose your country has any sanctions on winnings, and we will be unable to send it to that destination. In that case, the user will have an option to claim the prize in BUSD
equivalent (should be negotiated with support).


“HYPERBOARDS” NFT Collection
At least one NFT of this collection is required to start earning in chat. 


The visual appearance of the NFT immediately gives out the more expensive and rare ones by their simplicity.
Finding a keyboard with a solid pattern is not easy, but it's worth it.



 


There are three different NFT Rarity evels:
L

Starter

PRO

Basic Stats: Up to 50 paid messages per day
evel-up initial price: 120 C2E
evel-up time: 72h

GURU

Basic Stats: Up to 70 paid messages per day
evel-up initial price: 280 C2E
evel-up time: 48h
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30% - Staking

Tokens Distribution from HYPERBOARDS NFT sale:

30% - Chat&Earn Pool

Basic Stats: Up to 100 paid messages per day
evel-up price: 500 C2E
evel-up time: 24h

L

evelling & Upgrade system - coming soon

25% - Marketing Wallet

15% - Developer’s Vault

Disclaimer:


You will still need at least one “HYPERBOARDS” NFT to participate in chat earnings.

STAKING
Initial Staking Treasury is 275.000 C2E or 27.5% of Max.Supply.   
Staking Treasury is going to be refilled by:

Every Jackpot BuyBack

Every Sell Transaction

Raffleboards NFT Sales

Hyperboards NFT Sales

20% of purchased tokens

1%

15%

40%

(

)

Multiple investment pools with one constant pool and other promotional ones.

Max. APR = 5000%

Promotional pools are required a whitelist entry. There are several methods of how users can become whitelisted for participating in such pools.

E
xample of how to get whitelisted #1




Users can mint a raffle board and spin the lucky wheel to win one of the Cash Prizes or get a whitelist spot.

E
xample of how to get whitelisted #2




Participate in community events and AMA sessions, refer friends to the project & much more!

Disclaimer:

Pools can be predetermined as limited by the number of participants or time.

reputation system
Chat And Earn group is community driven. Users, based on their behavior, will receive a reputation. The higher reputation is, the higher the rank user receives. As the user's
reputation grows, so does his ability to be a moderator. How do you receive a reputation or increase your reputation among other users 




You can increase the user's reputation by reply using the plus

?

(+)

sign in the message.

Project’s growth and ROE
Our concept allows us to create the most substantial investor and crypto enthusiast community that will be active 24/7 and ready to excite any subject. 


Chat&Earn is giving a unique opportunity to other project owners to be presented in our chat as the discussion subject, conduct the most valuable voice/video AMA sessions, or
even get partnered with Us. You can’t find a better place to advertise something than in the most active crypto community due to Chat And Earn feature! 


Expansion and availability are one of the most important keys to success. Marketing will never stop due to tokenomics and community-driven marketing pick tools. We will
reach all possible influencers and marketing tools with time, giving confidence in the infinite growth of the project and community expansion! 


According to Roadmap, new local communities will appear after voting in the Global Community Chat.


Prepare for Infinite HYPE!

Tokenomics
Network - BSC

Max Supply - 1.000.000
Sell Tax 7%:
1% - Marketing Wallet
1% - Devs
5% - Jackpot pool

Buy Tax 2%:
1% - Jackpot poo
1% - Devs
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Max Buy


Unlimited

Max Sell


Unlimited
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